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On February 7, 19?1, more than a month before the Treasury 

-Federal Reserve "Accord" and nearly two months before I entered upon 

service with the Federal Reserve System, tiie WashiHgtonM Evening StarJ 

published an editorial entitled "Our Threatened Dollar" that began

this way:

"It is unfortunate — exceedingly unfortunate — 
that the really important facts of the difference of opinion 
concerning our Federal monetary policy are in danger of being 

submerged and lost in a clash of personalities»

"The personality aspect is not very importanto The 
economic future of this country does not depend upon what James 
K. Vardaman thinks of Marriner Eccles, what Mr. Eccles may think 
of Secretary of the Treasury Snyder, or upon what any or all of 
them think about the President. A great deal does depend, however, 
on whether Mr. Eccles or Mr. Snyder is right in the matter, and 
whether the correct view prevails,

I*The one thing that is clearly at stake, and which is of 
much greater importance to the country than the status of any of 
the individuals involved, is the future value of the American 
dollar. No one has to be told that the purchasing power of the 
dollar ~  its real measure of value —  is shrinking. If this 
shrinkage continues it is only a question of time until public 
confidence in the dollar disappears aid the public cfedit will 
be destroyed. If that time TriHftijuu«jr comes, our capitalist 
society is done for, and we will move, whether we like it or 
not, into some form of tightly regimented, socialistic economy..,"

Although the particulars set forth have changed alto-

intervening decade, _
gether in the *'1 imjiiiiilnhiat »ii 11mil ml ine i TiriIrtrnnJ the general

philosophy or principle s thin stated seem to me to be as true now
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as when that editorial was written*

Ity own interest, accordingly, is focussed upon just two 

things: 1) that a genuine effort be made, by those in authority, to 

preserve the purchasing power of the dollar that is so vital to our 

economy and the preservation of our society; and 2) that the Federal 

Reserve be allowed the freedom from political fppdss-uFe] necessary for 

it to contribute its part to that effort*,

— not
It is these things that matterj■■ath»n»4hnn-what happens

•A.

to me<> If these values are preserved, then what happens to me or what 

I do in the future certainly can be classified as a matter of indifference 

to all, and most particularly so to meo
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